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The general'aim of- this:·study has been to establish the financial and-investmentneeds 
ofUK·worker cooperatives\ with;il"vlew to assessing •the apprdpriateness1ofai£fetent 
possible investment instruments and assisting in developing a national strategy for the 
financing of worker cooperatives. The initial research was carried out on a short 
timescale in June and July of 1992. It is only possible therefore to set out the issues 
iifbroad terms. 

The report is in five sections. The first gives an up to date estimate of the size and 
shape of the worker cooperative sector and how it has changed since the most recent 
published figures in 1988. This information was gathered mostly by Cooperative 
Support Organisations1 (CSOs) on 23 geographical areas and includes more than 500 
cooperatives. In conjunction with findings of our recent study of Trends in 
Cooperative Development, this sets the context within which to view the results of the 
rest of the study. Estimates on the market for investment in UK worker cooperatives 
were based on questionnaires returned from 39 cooperatives, and related to the above 
estimate of the sector as a whole. 

The second and third sections relate to the expressed problems and needs and then to 
ideas and "solutions". The concerns of cooperators and their advisors about the 
choice of investment instruments were explored by convening six consultative 
meetings. These were held in areas with dissimilar resources and opportunities. 
Representatives of the main types of worker cooperative were included and a 
distinction was made between the needs of (i) established cooperatives, (ii) new-start 
cooperatives and (iii) new conversions/buyouts where appropriate. Some experts and 
advisors attended these meetings; others were interviewed by telephone. Participants 
were invited to set out the financial and investment situation in their cooperative or 
area and focus on any problems they have. This was followed by consideration of 
solutions, initially drawn from the meeting, but subsequently introducing those 
broadly discussed within the movement. In conclusion each participant filled in a 
"Reaction Sheet" giving both a quantitative and qualitative reaction to the issues 
discussed in the meeting. 

1CSO - a Cooperative Support Organization is any organization which as part of its brief or policy 
gives support to cooperatives and groups wishing to set up cooperatives. CSOs therefore include not 
only specialist cooperative development agencies but also certain financial organizations, companies, 
economic development units etc. 
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The fourth section combines individual ideas into a discussion of strategies for the 
future. A draft report was circulated for a seminar held in Birmingham in September 
which was attended by representatives of the worker cooperative movement and other 
interested parties2• The meeting considered the possible strategies tentatively set out 
in the draft report. Their additions and conclusions have been incorporated into this 
report. 

In the conclusion we summarise the main survey findings and issues, the areas in 
which new financial "products" for cooperatives might most usefully be developed 
further for market testing and try to draw together the views expressed in the seminar. 

2Those who attended the seminar are listed in Appendix B 
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1.1 Siz~ of/the Cooperative Sect9f 
.,,•·,.-'d', ".1_; _ .... ,. it~:i ... ,<'..\/_., •.~- ' 

To assess the size of the cooperative sector, an an·alysis was carried ·cYut of 23 
. __ g~?gr~P.Nc~.~~e~_~omp,~~i~g, 1!1P~~ tpru.1.~ _ ~hir~.--?f. t,he_ populati01\~f coo~erative~. 

·:fili~s,e,:~e~~:ip~l~~,e~:f~~l'W~ere'~h,~re:'tV~ n? fp~-~~d ~$0-~~--q~e where-~nly very 
re~trtc~9'.acuy1t,ro~,9,µrst The offier•ary~,;~ll-~~v~ ·ac~v~ ~~0s anp,~~ ~~rp~ers: h,ere 
JU:~!pase.~ on t~eir,~p~ris.· ,n,~ta for _thC?1e. .areas "'.h~re W.-~~~ 1s n~. Sll~po~t ac~vity is 
clearly·difficlllt to assemble in a $hort penod and will be less rehab\e than th~tfrom CS0s~·-- ,,- .,.. ' ·-•· · ·. __ ,, ·" · · ... _ -· ·· ,·· .... · ··· ,t -- · ', -· .- ·. --· ·, ,, ..... - · 

The current assessment of the number of worker cooperatives was then set agaihst the 
555 from those areas identified in the 1988 Directory3• Table 1 shows the findings . 

. •;,• 

Table 1 Estimate of the current number of worker cooperatives 

1988 Coops still Coops .1992 
Area: Directory Trading4 registered Total 

since 1988 
Avon 23 13 25 38 
Black Country 46 l1iJ 50 61 
Bradford 20 3 6 9 
Brighton 8 4 18 22 .,~':,: •. Ji..~ 

Cam,bripgeshire 11 6 8 14 
Dorset 3 2 0 2 
Durham 13 9 12 21 
Gt. Manchester 58 30 57 87 
Harlow 5 3 4 7 
Huddersfield 11 4 7 11 
Humberside 12 4 13 17 
Islington 49 25 2 27 
Lambeth 27 115 3 18 
Northamptonshire 27 11 19 30 
N orthem Ireland 10 3 10 13 
Northumberland 5 0 4 4 
Nottinghamshire 30 11 21 32 
Port Talbot 23 4 11 15 
Scotland 85 39 73 112 
Sheffield 36 26 15 41 
Southwark 29 7 12 19 
Suffolk 5 1 1 2 
Sunderland 19 3 10 13 
Totals 555 234 381 615 

3The data assumes that all the organisations shown in 1988 were correct entries, including a small 
category whose only claim to reliability is that there is "no information to indicate that this entry is 
incorrect". 

4This total includes a small number of organisations which have moved out of the area or converted 
to private companies but are still trading. 
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The estimated number of worker cooperatives in 1988 was lAOO. Present data 
indicate for the areas selected that the number is 9% higher. Other things being equal 
this would imply 1,525 cooperatives trading in 1992. The majority of areas with a 
CSO however show increases between 10% and 65%. Areas without a CSO 
generally have a smaller number of cooperatives and although they appear to show a 
fall in numbers, in absolute terms they are less significant. 

Areas vary widely of course notably with the three London cooperative development 
agencies5 (CDAs) reporting a decrease in number of cooperatives. Considering the 
high concentration of worker cooperatives in London up to 1988 it may be more 
accurate to give proportionally more weight to the returns from Islington, Lambeth & 
Southwark. This lead to an estimated increase of 4.4% rather than 9%. A more 
realistic assessment of the number of worker cooperatives for 1992 may be only 
1,460. 

Figure 1 
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A maturing profile, as shown by Figure 1, may then be indicated for a slowly 
growing cooperative sector in a prolonged period of recession. About 52% of the 
organisations will be relatively new (established for less than four years). 
Registration of new cooperatives by !COM has also settled at about 140 per year. 
This is generally accepted as representing approximately 75% of all registrations in 
Britain. 

In numerical terms the 'market' for investment in worker cooperatives is stable or 
growing only slowly when set against data from the 1988 Directory. 

If the returns from the London CD As are typical of the capital then its importance in 
terms of numbers of worker cooperatives will have declined from about 28% in 1988 
to 15% of the total now. Additionally, dates in the 1988 Directory indicate that in 
London, numbers of cooperatives were almost equally balanced between those 

5CDA - Cooperative Development Agency refers to an organization whose prime function is to 
support cooperatives and groups wishing to set up cooperatives over a wide range of services. These 
will have an independent management committee and funding. 
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registered before and after 1984. Almost all other regiomhad only apprq:,ciITla~Jy 
half as many mature cooperatives as those under four years 'old, It may' therefofe'be 
thatJ..,qnclon has also lqst its pp~Hion ashavJ.ng a large and,uniqqely "matµre" stock of 
worker qooperatiy,es(Fi,g 2)., · C,lirification. of tb.i~ will have ioaw,ait the P,r6ductjon of 
theJ9-,~2 Directory of,~9r¥et.,f8PPefatives: . . ,. . . . . ' 

The data from London comes from areas where CSOs'&ontinue to operate. The" 
re,lative clecline}n the pr9tn.iI1ei:iceof London may noJ the_r,e{()re _b,e~ttribute9 ... to.tpe 
c:lemise of CSOs. I.tJs po~sibJ~ thaqhis can be eJplajri.ed py tlie)ossof tl1y . ·· ··• , 
coorclinating effectJu1c:l S,lllJ,pptt'0fthe UL(; corripiried·wit}\(a pighet·.fzjlµre·rate 
arnopg "job creation" co'operatives formed in tne l98Qs. :; : · . <'. , 

Figure 2 
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Of the total cooperatives lis.ted in the 1988 Directory as "Reliability 1" or "Reliability 
211 6, for the areas surveyed, just u11der 50% were found to be trading as cooperatives 
now. This is a minimµm figure since the information in areas where 110 CSO exists 
will tend to underestimate the wOl'ker cooperative population. 

The figure suggests, however, an average annual failurerate of up to 16%. This is at 
the high end of the ratescalculil,ted for 1982-86 of between 10% and 16%7 but it has 
occurred during a long period of recession where small businesses in general have 
also been failing at a much higher rate than previously. 

61Ii order to obtain a good comparison with present data, organisations of "Reliability 3", i.e. not 
reported to tile CRU by a CSO, have been excluded. 

7Chris Cornforth, Alan Thomas, Jenny Lewis and Roger Spear, Developing Successful Worker 
Cooperatives (1988, Sage Publications) p33. 
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1.2 Workers in the Cooperative Sector 

The 1988 Directory of Worker Cooperatives recorded an average of 6.1 workers per 
cooperative based on all available information. The simple average of the 171 
cooperatives where current information was reported by CSOs is 6.18 workers; 
almost exactly the same figure. 

However, areas varied not only in comparative averages but also whether they had 
experienced increases or decreases. By comparing statistics within areas, the overall 
figure was a 6% decrease. If these very limited measurements are correct, they 
would give a small overall rise in the total number of workers employed, so that the 
estimated 1,460 worker cooperatives employ between 8,370 and 8,9008• 

1.3 Larger Cooperatives 

Data in the 1988 Directory of Worker Cooperatives is incomplete with regard to 
numbers of workers but it is estimated that 33 organisations were listed employing 20 
or more workers9. 

If the seven of these we have been unable to contact are no longer trading, this would 
give a maximum average annual failure rate of less than 6%. Of the 19 cooperatives 
for which we have comparable data from 1987 and 1991, 14 report a rise in their 
average number of employees. The increase for five of these cooperatives only has 
been mainly part time work. Where losses in average numbers of employees were 
reported they were all less than 21 % of their 1988 level. 

A number of worker cooperatives such as Paperback and Letterbox Library have 
moved into this category although in the case of the latter it is again part time work 
which has increased. There is also a small number of new-starts and phoenix or 
rescue cooperatives which have 20 or more workers. 

The established larger cooperatives would as expected represent a more secure part of 
the sector. Also there would seem to be considerable opportunity to make 'ready 
made' additions. 

The opportunity for the formation of new larger wol'ker cooperatives is of course 
increased by recent political and corporate changes. Pdvatisation of services from 
local authorities and state industries, the care sector, corporate sell-offs are all 
providing possibilities. The support, and particularly, financial organisations for 
cooperatives may find themselves advising organisations far larger than those for 
which they have experience or resources. There have been a number of notable 
successes but there is a clear need for research to evaluate these experiences, focus on 
successful strategies and assess the potential market. 

During the course of the research we learnt incidentally of several examples of such 
new, larger cooperatives. These included two trading producer cooperatives from the 
Black Country CDA, a bus company in development in Northern Ireland, a clothes 
manufacturer in Hull and in Scotland a corporate sell-off, a bus company and another 
producer cooperative in development. It was not possible in a brief study to quantify 
the potential in this area. 

8Note that the actual total may be disproportionately affected by a few larger cooperatives that may 
not be within the area sampled (see Section 1.3). 

9The criteria used was average number of full and part-time workers employed 
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1.4 Cooperative Support 

Bottpm:,llp worker co,operative development. represe11t~,<:ttheJ;ingl~ Jlµ'.gest activity of 
CPAs,replyiQg to our study .of}I'~endi;, in Cooperative Oevelopg1~nt in_J99JW .. , .. · 
However:.72% we~ eit,he.r.working.with, o,r e;xpected in.the fi,1,ttu·e to work witb., 
phoenb~-/:rescue anc;l ~onversion. groups, : , . .. ,, . . · . , .. • • 

In addition many CD As are diversifying their workload into oth~~ paru' ;of the s~cial 
economy,. An. aggregadpn ,of1 their reporteg tiJnit spentwpr~ng · a$ .. GPns:qJtants .wJt:h 
non.-.c,ooperative.organisati9ns/ethni9,bµsl6essesisecondary co.oper1:1,tives;· community 

· bu~inesses,· credi~ unions,,bol;lsing,.copperatives, ·and!volu,ntary qq;an,is~ti~ms sh.,owed 
an.,average:doubhng.-tQ, 19,% in tlfoJour y.ear.s .\lp,JO,; 199 b •the.re:1s a,dJstinQt. 

!l~WJ~~l1tiW{iCd~~f~B:@B~H;a'\i~~£itttl9&i,1~t~i~rzs!lfii~r.air~opinent 
and only increased their involvement jn secondacy-.cooperative~. 'Smaller .CPA~ 
mostly report a broadening workload in the social economy but often specialising in 
one area. 

Generally (::DAs' involvement in business traJning has also increased. ESF funded 
and other training courses were reported as'occupying on average n'early a fifth of the 
agencies' time. · 

A slightly higher proportion, 32%, of the sample of CSOs contacted in 1991 were 
involved in local loan fund management compared ~o four years earlier. 

The profile 'of the worker coop~rative sector very much depends on the continuing 
and successful work of the CSOs. Support f.avourab1y affects the cooperative sector 
but seems to do so within the parameters set by the 'economic cycle'. Following a 
four year period of no appreciable real overaH growth ( or decline) in funding, 
responses from CDAs showed more·than 70% expected cuts in their 1992/1993 
budgets and nearly a third believe these will be substantiaL The latest government 
proposal to 'cash limit' public spending rather t~an negotiate ministerial budgets . 
indicates no change of policy. To date contraction in the network has occurred in the 
south. Financial strategies to sup·port workers ·cooperatives would benefit from the 
pres~nce of well informed local support organisations and although the absolute 
numbers of CDAs remains much the same as it did in 1988, their continuation in the 
present form cannot be assumed. , 

In consideration of the achievements of SCDC and some regionally based CSOs, 
some consideration has been given to the possibility of rationalising the support 
organisations. The present funding structure generally does not lend itself to 
regionalisation. If the importance of local authority ecoriomic development were to 
decline further, however, and a strategic national approach developed, .including more 
large scale conversions to worker cooperatives, the option could reopen. 

1°Terry Newholm, Trends in Cooperative Development (1992, Cooperative Research Unit, Open 
University, Milton Keynes). 
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1.5 Common Ownership 

Not all cooperatives are registered as common ownerships. There is a general 
perception of a proportionate decline in numbers. With the diversification of support 
organisations in some areas into development of community business and other areas 
of the social economy (see 1.4), some would argue that the 'principled cooperative 
sector' is in decline. 

ICOM report a small decline in the proportion of common ownership registrations 
from 72% in 1988 to 67% in 1991. SCDC report that all their registrations are 
common ownership except for the recent Taybus Holdings. Records of the Registrar 
of Friendly Societies are not differentiated but are in any case only a small proportion 
of all registrations. Such small changes take a long time to work through and if 
present trends are continued would only effect a 10% reduction in the number of 
common ownerships over the next two decades. 

1.6 Overall Financial Indicators for the Worker Cooperative Sector 

Of the cooperatives contributing to this study 23 gave full financial information. 

Average annual TURNOVER per worker was £31,340 with the majority 
(72%) between £10,000 & £75,000. 

Average TOTAL NET ASSETS per worker was £3,837 but this varied 
widely between those operating on a deficit and some established 
cooperatives like Fingerprints, Infinity Foods, Lithosphere and Trylon, 
reporting in excess of £10,000. 

Without making a detailed breakdown into different industrial sectors and subsectors, 
it is hard to assess these figures. On the whole, however, they appear to represent a 
reasonable level of productivity attained with a considerable degree of under
capitalisation. To get a better idea of productivity one would have to measure value 
added per worker. Turnover per worker varies widely according to different mark
ups in different industries, so that a high turnover per worker is to be expected in 
wholesaling, say, compared to retailing or manufacturing. As for assets per worker, 
again one would expect a wide variation but cooperatives in general are clearly well 
below Schumacher's critedon for intermediate technology of an annual salary's worth 
of total capital investment per permanent job. 

Although the cooperatives contributing to the study in general include a wide range of 
types, stages of development and size, this sample of 23 is, perhaps inevitably, biased 
towards the larger and more established cooperatives. By taking those values per 
worker and relating them to an average of six workers per cooperative, we can 
estimate very roughly that the sector turnover would be £300m with net assets of 
£37m 11• 

11This estimate again could be strongly affected by the inclusion or exclusion of a few larger, well
endowed cooperatives. 
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1. 7 ~timat~~ FiJ1aµ~ial · ~~qµii:~.m~mts 
/,~ L .\ ,··,• 1: ,''•¥·. ,I . {'.· .• ,.-~;•.'"<,,.t')\-~~.J .. 

Own long-term funds :£6;410 
(members contributions) 

Reserves £3,882 

E,tJ~gmlequity (and 'Qµasi' £545 
equity e.g. debentures) 

Total equity ( and quasi equity) £10,837 

Private loans (e.g. friends) £4,000 

Public sector loans £2,159 

Special coop loan fund £3,205 

Other 'soft' finance £23,580 

Total 'soft' finance £32,944 

Commercial loans £4,931 

Overdrafts £4,181 

Total commercialfinance £9,122 

TOTAL £52,893 

requirements 

12.12% · ·., , £6;147 

7,34.% 

L()3% 

20.49% 

7.56% 

4.08% 

6.06% 

44.58% 

62.28% 

9.32% 

7.91% 

17.23% 

£31,880 

£3,955 

£42,592 

£1,911 

£1,381 

£3,3.18 

£25,693 

£32,303 

£20,909 

£11,045 

£31,95fl 

£106,840 

requirements 

29,$4% 

3.70% 

39.85% 
. '~-[ ~ 

1.79_% 

{29% 

3.10% 

24.05% 

30.23% 

19.57% 

10,34% 

29.91% 

~?,,;,~ 

Cooperators' own contributions, in the order of 6-12%, are well below the level of 
'own funds' for sm~U business geper~HY wpich ~yerage arol;lnd 79%'.'85% both ~t the 
start and as the business expan9s. This confirms the continµing tieed for unsecured 
finance. Reserves in general increase greatly; it is importarit that these are treated 
also as a type of 'own funds'. Notably, however, some established cooperatives in the 

12Table 3 compares the sources of finance used by cooperatives with those used in their first trading 
year. Ideally this type of analysis would compare Year 1 of the cooperative with say, Year 4 and 
Year 7, whereas our analysis because of the sample size compares Year 1 with the current year, 
which for different cooperatives could be Year 2, 5 or 20. The cooperatives for which we have 
sufficient financial information varied in age between one and twenty su years but with over half 
between 3 and 9 years old. 
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1.8 

sample relied solely on their accumulated reserves for slow expansion. Even if 
reserves are included, the total 'own funds' for cooperatives is still only about 36%. 

In our sample 'soft' finance included loans and grants from Mercury Provident, 
Princes Trust, British Steel and British Coal Enterprise, public grants, sympathetic 
factoring and support from other cooperatives. The data showed a proportionate 
reduction in 'soft' loans in more established cooperatives. 

Commercial finance, including overdraft facilities, are shown as increasing as the 
cooperative establishes. A refinancing of, say, 50% of cooperatives' overdraft 
facilities could be in the order of £3.4m 13• 

Expected Investment Needs 

Table 3 Expected investment needs 

Now Three years' 
time 

No requirement for additional finance 17% 5% 

Restructuring existing finance 11% 3% 

Growth in existing business leading to need 17% 11% 
for more working capital 

Development of related new line of 6% 24% 
business, new product or service 

Acquisition of another business 3% 14% 

Refurbishment/repair/renewal of fixed 14% 24% 
assets 

Implementation of new technology to 22% 11% 
upgrade production 

Implementation of new technology in a 11% 8% 
support role (office system) 

In our sample of cooperatives only 16.6% did not require additional finance and 
fewer believed they would not want external finance in the future. By the nature of 
the research, cooperatives agreeing to take part were those likely to be considering 
additional finance. This, however, suggests a growing market for investment in 
established cooperatives. 

A high proportion wanted to implement new technology but it was clearly hoped that 
this need would not be on-going. Future needs centred on two areas. Nearly a 
quarter expected to develop a related new line of business, new product or service. A 
similar proportion expected to refurbish, repair or renew their fixed assets in the next 
three years. A significant number of cooperatives wanted more working capital due . 

13The figure is reduced to take account of bias in the sample. 
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to growth in their existing busine,ss and this provided a theme which ~ose in som~ . 
• ' •. • ,1:·. .• . I ,-consultative meetings. ,,·. ·"' .· i •· . .1 ·:Jv,··· .·,.•,,.,,;_, .,,-\ << 

All of those considering that they may wish to acquire an,qt~~r,J),H§JJ¼e.~~ ."[~r,e,J11,.~he 
wholefood sector. Whilst our sample is too small to draw cdnclusforis; this' may 
~py9ta~~-tl}lqWtjng,Rftre..se.cJQr: ... •·.,~,1• __ •.• ,,; < .. ;;; ,,;,,:.,;;;; 

lv;f~y cpqpf rativ~nncreasingiy rtHHs~,PY~~~faft_f~diitl;s· ~i they,d~:ve\<:ip $q'as:· tt 
m¥fth~irworking 9a --Jta1 n~ds'flel{i~Iy; ''.WhHe'.i~%'.ofJi}e.cqqpyriµyes)ii.. ou.r,' 
safo~ 1~ $aW a#:Jh}nied1ate ne~J<fr 1'.eStruc:iucln '''o:f,Wot!Qng ,~apJfal~' tnisrrure'.: ';·' 
redies for:N1u~:.n~ed$;·we 'f ~J tbis m~' :~i· J1n,9cUta~lr~flefa~qfi;:qftti~:' 'r.q\llem, 
. hi his .,. rceived sT med·a· .b L's. Xtuall lik 1 fo'be ·usf, "'. 'r Hri three'·--w. .. c,, .. Pe ... __ .a m .. _ .. J te,, u tJ~ct .... Y ... , e.,y,. , .. J_ .,JijtgJ~a, ....... __ . 
years tfirie as now. Tlif dlffi~tjfrf of fiiporp~ralirig"ah ~!emeriUo: iµlo_w fqfwoflang 
capital 'in any'. financiaf package-wasidfscussed,-;:bufdid< noffeattire·;af'o:ficentral -
importance in the final Response Sheets although it may be assumed to be 
incorporated under 'the important head 'of flexibility: .,, . . . · 

1.9 Diversity in the Cooperative Movement 
·t· 

Any generalisations about worker ccfoperatives are;of course limited. -This was amply 
underlined in the consultative meetings. The structure and financial needs of the. 
cooperatives represented varied enormously. 

Although they were registered as cooperatives and some operated in a deliberately 
egalitarian way, others had one central person of very considerable importance in 
terms of decision making. This was so much the case in one cooperative that the.~ 
organisation had an insurance which would finance the replacement of their key -r 
worker should they leave. · 

In financial terms the variety was no less. Some cooperatives, theatre companies or 
'ethnic' community news sheets for instance, depend on grants or communities of 
supporters and would never expect to be commercially viable in the conventional 
sense. A growing number in the care sector will be successful businesses although 
their clients will be state financed. Most are, or aim to be, successful commercial 
businesses usually with a social element. Here also the variety shows. Within the 
wholefood market cooperatives vary from a substantial one whose trading has been 
hit by bad debts in the recession but will nevertheless want to take advantage of an 
option to purchase their premises and will be looking for a loan package to another 
who own one premises, whose reserves have built up and when they consider another 
property purchase will have no security problem. At the other end of the scale a 
small group of wouldbe paid workers have voluntarily staffed a local community 
shop in the hope that it can be built up to a viable cooperative business. 

Anyone associated with the worker cooperative movement will be aware of its 
diversity. This section of the report has been included simply to highlight the 
inadvisability of drawing universal, unqualified conclusions. Financial needs can be 
particular to sectors, start-up types and even individual cooperatives. 
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2.0 Financial Problems in the Cooperative Sector 

2.1 Cooperators Perceptions 

Before the consultative meetings representatives of cooperatives were asked to rate 
the importance of a number of financial problems facing the sector (Table 5). The 
same questions were asked of other established cooperatives. That the continuing 
poor business climate was selected as the most serious factor is hardly surprising but 
it is important to set the present considerations in that context. Some support 
organisations have increased their training activities at the expense of registrations 
partly as a response to the adverse conditions for new-starts. Only in Glasgow was 
there a little less pessimism, rating other issues above the economic climate. 

Table 4 Cooperators rating of problems facing the cooperative sector 
in order of seriousness 

Importance Agreement/ 
Rating 14 Disagreement 

Poor business climate in cun·ent 32 agreement 
recession 

Poor understanding of cooperatives 29 agreement 
among financial advisers 

Lack of loan finance for 26 agreement 
cooperative start-ups 

Difficulty of obtaining larger 24 agreement 
amounts of finance for expansion 

High gearing of cooperatives 17 agreement 

Lack of financial business skills 16 disagreement 
among co-operators 

Lack of range of financial services 9 disagreement 
within cooperative movement 

No incentive for skilled members to 2 disagreement 
stay in cooperatives 

Too much insistence on pure -13 disagreement 
cooperative principles 

No good way for members to invest -13 agreement 
in their own cooperative 

14 Respondents were offered five ratings for each problem from "not at all serious" to "very serious". 
The 30 responses were scored on a numerical scale from -2 to 2 and the scores aggregated. 
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2.2 Areas of Agreement 
~ . .'' . ,.,_ :. , i :: 

Poor·understaridirrg or-cotipera:tives ambng financial advisers wa~ 'ciu.ite;·a serious· 
problem to 75% ofthe sample and considered very seribuf by mote thfili a"q{farter. 
There was discussion of the hazards of bank managers being changed and the 
resulting inconsistenc~ ?t: service ancl.,attit1.19ei··.C~1;tain~yJbe:~9QP~rqtiV~ha~:4id 
not escape from the cnt1c1sm. There were also complamts about managers not 
· "d · ·• ' 1-,. ' ' b ' nlth h all coDst er,iqg a coQpe_ratiyf{;tO v..e.?l\:,PtOP~f;:: _µsmess,;Q.t, .. s111g .~µ .. ;,Y,·.sQm~ man.Jigers 

were s~n 8$. vecy aco·omJn.ocl~ting,and a,p,preQ~~th~e. ,qf th~,-~pron!'ittn~mt vflJµeJpJwrent 
in tlJ(l,c9pperatixe:$ttl,l9ture, .: ij9wey,~rl,$et~ci~;reas9ri, tq, e~pegtJhM1SJJC}j:~1Stt~mg 
statement of dissatisfaction from co~operator&&x.t~ndMo;s1,1pportrand financial , 
organisations beyond the purely commercial sector. "A 'lack of skilled and 
itnagi_µatiye y11~11c;J@! .. a4-Yisers. with.iit,tl}e.g.oopepittve, .~11ppm:t;9,rgp,ni,s;,i,Jion.s ", was,a:in 
··•ap.pendetrprdblern;tp·qne··4ue~nonnror~:::-lcaFr·nQtiqfi1~ij:;9_ffl~vJn.tj~nciaI{ins,uwtions 
of the cooperative movement; was the subject of high praise arid_~i§ooissJveioiitioi.sm. 
The praise was usually for the quality of its on-going financial advice to clients; and 
the criticism for what_;was &e.e.n-.a.s ~:,c,<;y_~siy~l.y siQw ~eiSppnses._. Ip :some. oMe$. cq,-., 
operators clearly held .their ,CS,Q_,firianqlaJ ~dyi$ors iq,,~ecy Ngll est~e1:11. T,l;lere is 
therefore a case for suggesting th.~tfurtber stupy· be µnderta:ken to be precise ~bout 
this important difficulty. · 

' ,·· 

Additional problems facing the worker cooperative movement were, of course, .· 
identified as a lack of loan finance for start-ups and difficulty in finding larger 
amounts of finance for cooperative expansion. In some ways this latter problem can 
be interpreted as encouraging. Considering the relatively low requirement for 
restructuring capital borrowing (Table 4) a demand for expansion capital in a 
recession may show a relatively healthy established ~ector. 

Interestingly the perception of lack of start up finance was more strongly held by the 
established cooperatives than the more general cross-section from the meetings. 
What seemed most critical to CSO workers was the existence of a local loan fund and 
the ability to direct money locally. Records from both Humberside and Brighton 
which have no local loan funds, however, showed a good increase in the numbers of 
cooperatives in their areas since 1988 (Table 1). 

Related to these issues is the general tightening of loan policies among the 
commercial banks as a reaction to the profligate policies during the 'boom'. In most 
cases the possibilities of b01Towing from commercial sources was seen as being 
restricted. Funds within the cooperative movement will therefore become of greater 
importance in sustaining the sector. 

2.3 Areas of Disagreement 

Questions where there was not agreement are also interesting. Cooperatives were 
asked how serious was the problem of incentive for skilled members to stay in the 
cooperative. Answers were clearly particular to each organisation with as many 
rating it a very serious problem as those considering it no problem at all. Established 
cooperatives were significantly less likely to identify this as a problem. However, the 
issue does underline the variety of cooperatives and their needs. 
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Of no apparent difficulty to cooperatives are the issues of common ownership and 
investment in their own business. It was the case however that some cooperative 
workers held investments in their. cooperatives without being aware that this could be 
achieved with tax advantages. 15 

2.4 Additional Problems Raised by Cooperators 

A number of cooperators linked what they saw as the sector1s problem with lack of 
credibility with its financial problems. This they related to their relationship with 
banks and other companies but also with the public and the difficulty of raising 
money more widely to support them. 

A lack of start~up grants was also cited as a problem. Setting up, paying wages and 
repaying a loan, especially in areas where purchasing power remained low, of course 
present pro~lems. 

Insufficient cooperative support coverage geographically was a concern mentioned in 
one questionnaire and discussed elsewhere. Almost all the cooperatives responding to 
the questionnaire were in areas covered by a funded CDA. 

A depressing suggestion was that there were too many questionnaires and not enough 
action. 

15Wbilst not entering the argument of the efficacy of various methods in relation to worker 
cooperatives, it may be of some advantage to set out the broad outline of one possible scheme: 

A separate trust with its own trustees is set up. The cooperative pays a proportion of its surplus to 
the trust and reduces its capital gains tax. The trust invests in the cooperative and receives shares . 
which it allocates to the cooperators in an agreed way. Providing the money remains with the trust 
for five or more years the cooperators do not pay tax or national insurance on the proceeds. 
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,.,_ 'i ' ~ ·' . 

3.0 Possibilities, Problems, Ideas and Reactions 

The purp6ie of th~ qofistjltati ve meetings was as f ti{~s -ppssibl~ Jo qraw oµt problems 
and s6httlons ffonftfiost p'resehfaha orlly bro'aden the ois,~gS$Jon at tlje end to include 
possibilities which we felt had not been raised. Most of the possible financial 
instruments which could be considered have been well,piscqssed.ip,,th.e goppe,;ative 
mov~ment, ,;::-:,· . . i:'.''' · ··· .':' ,,.,,, •·' · .,.,. 

3.2 Participants' Summaries 

Participants in consultation meetings were asked before leaving.to complete a .. 
"Reaction Sheet" summarising their views, after;having taken part in the meeting. 
The,main part of the.'!Reaction Sheet" asked participants to write down.in their own 
words what they now thougl)twere the,three,most.important,problems,for the future 
of the worker cooperative movement ·and the three most likely ideas that could lead to 
useful new ways of financing worker cooperatives or financial services for worker 
cooperatives. 

Table 5 shows the most important problems and most likely ideas from 49 
participants (including 29 co-.operators, 14 advisors or CDA workers,and 6-from the 
OU facilitators). In practice many of the same points came up both as problems 
("limits to growth caused by lack of access to external equity") and as ideas ("need for 
'cooperative friendly equity"') so we have put the responses together in one table. 
Variations on the same idea ("need for low-interest start-up loans"; "appropriate 
start-up finance"; "start~up finance where no local authority loan fund exists") have 
been counted together,and made into a.composite response. The composite responses 
in turn have been grouped so that related ideas appear together on the list. The sub
headings have been added so as to give coherence to each group of ideas. 

Table 5 

NO.OF 
MENTIONS 

Most Important Problems and Most Likely Ideas 
(from 49 participants 'Reaction Sheets') 

Loans and loan arrangements 
38 Need for low-cost, easy-access, unsecured, locally available loans for start-ups; 

either more local loan funds or national fund easily available in areas 
without universally available appropriate start-up finance; localloanfunds 
may cease; support for local CD As. 

22 Flexible loan arrangements, inc. wkg. capital repayment holidays. 
4 Need for rapid response, slowness at present. 
8 Monitoring by central body, importance of skills in specific trade/business, no 

need for jargon/complex business plan, go on past record, improve recovery 
rate. 

8 Need for unsecured loans, acceptance of need for more monitoring. 

Equity and long-term needs of established coops 
29 Quasi-equity, external equity, outside money, off-the-peg equity/debenture 

structures, "coop friendly equity", share capital co-ops, Mondragon-style 
models. 

17 Problems of continuing viable businesses, need to source variety of funds, 
overcome high gearing, pros & cons of expansion, distributable reserves to 
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be treated as own capital, problems caused if change to co-ownership (buy
in/buy-out). 

7 Long-term capital. 
9 Personal equity to members, members to invest/loan in own coop, underwriting 

personal loans, financial commitment of members a 'necessary evil'. 
5 Motivation, need to develop and keep skilled/experienced members. 
3 Employee trust/profit-sharing/tax advantages; paper profit to be credited to 

individuals; BES. 

Advice and Consultancy 
28 Range of advice/consultancy needed from within movement; central free info. 

point; personal advice/training/member awareness; lack of expertise or 
business skills in coops; inability to write good business plans. 

Leadership and promotion 
14 Proactive central body, leadership, regional/national CDAs, build movement, 

lack of national coordinating body, coops to be a cohesive sector, need 
financial support on national basis, think big I 

5 National promotion, high-profile CDAs, success stories, public profile for large 
co-ops. . 

5 Lack of credibility, image problems, misunderstandings by banks etc. 
4 Hard attitude from banks, risk-averse, inability to raise funds from commercial 

sources, etc. 
8 Current economic climate, Thatcherism, decline in 'collectivism culture', 

political wind of change, need for Government policy shift. 

Special Needs 
14 Need for sufficient capital for larger enterprises, large loans, special packages, 

penetrate capital-intensive sectors, national buy-out consultancy, employee
owned ex-municipal-owned businesses, new-starts along not build 
significant co-op sector, make large co-ops with individual shareholdings 
work. 

9 Funds for higher-risk lending, guarantee funds. 

Business services 
6 Leasing; lease hire; purchase of fixed assets. 
5 Centralised brokerage. 
4 Factoring. 
2 Deposit-taking fund with range of services; subsidy tied to provision of specific 

services. 
1 Secondment of managers to larger co-ops. 

Open-ness 
9 Not restricting to common ownership; flexible attitude to what is a coop; 

ECOPs, community businesses, links to credit unions; promotion of co
ownership as well as common ownership models. 

Research 
3 Comprehensive examination of all methods of financing (e.g. look at Mercury 

Provident; keep in touch with market trends). 
3 Financial support for research into new business ideas; feasibility studies 

financed by levy on profits elsewhere, or cost to be included in future loan if 
successful. 

Ethical Investment 
4 Investment from sympathetic individuals; money from sources who are 

interested in the coops, not their return. 
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G.r~:p~ . . , . , .· .. . .·· . ,, 
5 GrantsJrom %.oflo,anJuncl profits; ~r~nW to new coops (o~~ ry.spoiis~1s,~id 

gra11}s llQt ~ good .fdea):' · · · 
• ·,,.,,, _! ' -· ' .. ,'-,• , ·'SC- :,t; C >,-" .. ". i·,,i 

· ~W~~ 1nabnfi.vlr~r new ·Bu~iriess, ~6 · b~ a coop; -etijlcaj Jcte~, ~~~; oj¥,~r 'Q'y 
mainstream. · · - · ·· · ' ' ·· ' •.· · ' - · 

i ,,,N~g.tq g~tawayJromc,oµyentio~albµ~iness ~,t.titµcles;,,changing Hfe§tyles, · ·· '" , redefining varutefo: · ·.· •. ,., · ' -· ·· · · · ·. --, :t ·. <> -, '" , · ···"' · 

5 Lack of relevant legal framework or relevant financial- instruments; coop 
statute; finding right structure, _ .• , .. _ i , . . 

2 Misunderstandings about ICOF;'ICOF ceasing to exist. 
1 Competition between similar coops. 
1 Government cash. (regional, UK, Euro). 
1 More commitment from Coop bank. 
2 Cash flow. 
1 Accept primary need to make a surplus 
1 No confidence in coop option. 
1 No 'manager' post reduces credibility. 
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The other part of the Reaction Sheet asked for a 'tick the box' reaction to prioritise a 
list of 12 previously prepared "Options for Providing Finance to Worker 
Cooperatives". These were not specific ideas but general areas for future 
investigation - Appendix A is the sheet given out with a brief explanation of each 
"Option". Table 6 shows the overall priority ratings given. The rating is on a scale of 
0 - 10 with 10 as the highest priority. 

Table 6 Priority given by participants to a variety of broad financial 
instruments 

High priority given by at least two meetings: 

flexible loan arrangements 

wider financial consultancy 

full brokerage service 

unsecured term loans 

Second priority items: 

stepped loans 

"quasi equity" loans 

equity fund 

purchase of fixed assets 

loan guarantee fund 

loanstock or debenture 

Low priority items: 

factoring 

underwriting personal loans 

3.3 Summary of Ideas 

10 

7 

7 

6 

5 

5 

5 

4 

4 

3 

2 

0 

Looking at Tables 5 and 6, one can make the following points: 
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A Loans and Loan.Arrangements - the need for easy access to star.t-uploans .on· 
preferential? conditions. scored the highestm umber· of ;mentions in Table;·s.,djowever, 
this may be more a call for the continuation of local funds and for theJ1yailability of 
unsecured loans and a matter qf ensuring good visibility for ICOF or any other 
,national fupddn areas ,with0ut locatloan·fun~s,, thaita suggestion for anything,new. 
Two'Otheraspeotsundet.(.this·headingdeserve,highlighting~fr:h.nq i .r :-· ,,_, ·.,r J. , 

• 

' ·1·.·' 
; ~,,,, .;;.~-: ·' . , 

:·'..'" •. ·•, ~'.-,':.:.~:••t!';,:,:;i, 0

''I.J ·:t·~ :{\. '.-1·, \ ·,.·. ,.- .• ., \'~-~'.I,,,; ,.•:"l:-"_{•.,;,·· f">-·.f.i ";"it . .-:w.· ,,~,-, 

Pl~xib(e.w/«~'ai9ii"Qe}fi~fts.,<ihqlµ~;tl#.g 9~pitalr~iiiYrri~uth2({4ay_~tP.9,Yering 
both the specific idea of stepped loans or moratoriums and the suggestion that 
extra sho~t-~pp fi9apJ~~-~r rt:~~p.oJia,_t~~ .. ~W1~;,~UR!11.1,kt\P,9.S,~!k!~-~t short 
notice re· 1aciri ., ·some of coo ·erative~' neeU for"lat e \,verdhifts:'This area 

·-iot~1,t~~~i~~-l;iii~~!Jlt:itiJ~iai~Jfitve return, 

• Call/or responsiveness on-the part of coopefativelending institutions such as 
ICOF; not just a quicker response, although that is very significant in some 
cases (as discussed below) but an app~oach to assessing applications and 
monitoring loans· based more on:pist record/evaluatiori of pJjacdcal' and 
business s~ms·, etc: tJiM~ 6n prnduction pfc<?niplex (some sajclJ?-nton-ddden 
or fictitious):bu_sinesS'.plfin~ (which c~niid have·been done as .. ~n exercise by a 
CDA worker). ·- - - · 

B Equity and long-term needs of established cooperatives - these problems are not so 
universal and do not show up so clearly on Table 6 but are of major importance to a 
substantial number of cooperators, and arguably are of m~jor importance to the 
cooperative movement for the long term. Advisors and CDA workers were 
particularly likely to highlight there issues on their Reac,tion Sheets. 

In terms of problems, there are three linked difficulties: 

(i) how to manage simultaneously to pay back loans on a regular schedule, to put 
aside reserves for investment for growth, and to pay decent wages (perhaps 
after an initial period when members accepted lower rates in order to build up 
the cooperative); 

(ii) how to continue to motivate and develop workers, especially those with 
greater skills and/or experience; 

(iii) how to relate to a financial environment which does not cater for cooperatives: 
banks may look askance at apparently high gearing, not being prepared to 
count accumulated commonly owned reserves as 'own capital'; government 
schemes (such as profit-sharing, BES) will not be tailored for cooperatives; 
etc. 

Essentially there are two ways of solving these problems: equity and quasi-equity. 
Both these imply ways for outside investors (institutions and individuals) and 
cooperative members to put long-term money into a cooperative in such a way that 
regular repayments are not required and any financial return is conditional on the 
performance of the cooperative. 

'Real' equity such as non-voting preference shares means a share-capital cooperative 
constitution, which for some calls into question common.ownership principles, but 
does allow for mechanisms to take advantage of e.g. tax-efficient profit-sharing. See 
footnote on p.16 for the outlines of one scheme. 
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'Quasi' equity, for example using loan stock or debentures, avoids the clash on 
principles but loses tax advantages and may restrict the range of institutions prepared 
to offer support. 

It should be noted, however, that very few of those consulted saw this potential clash 
of principles as a problem. For some it was irrelevant; others were sure there were 
formulae that got round the problem; others that cooperative spirit was more 
important than rules, and that any rules could be abused if the spirit was absent. What 
is needed, however, is one or more standard or 'off-the-peg' versions of: 

• 'Coop-friendly' equity or quasi-equity. It would certainly be well worth 
developing and testing the acceptability of two or more alternative models, 
rather than leaving the situation where individual cooperatives, with their 
advisers, make up their own solutions, or in some cases decide to cease being 
cooperatives and convert to ordinary company status. 

C Advice and consultancy - This scores high in both Table 5 and Table 6. Note that a 
'vote' for "wider consultancy" on Table 6 could be taken to be an endorsement of 
broadening boundaries beyond worker cooperatives or common ownerships only, 
rather than a call for more advice services. Nevertheless, it seems that something a 
large number of cooperators would like to see is: 

• A national financial advice service within the cooperative movement. 

D A National General Cooperative Finance Organisation 

No other needs or ideas rated so high as those mentioned above. But several of the 
other items rate further consideration. In some cases, one person's idea may be worth 
following up even if no-one else has yet realised its potential. The following seem 
particularly pertinent or interesting: 

• National Leadership and promotion of cooperative ideas 

• Special attention to buy-outs and larger cooperatives 
( a national 'task-force'?) 

• Business services to be available within the cooperative movement 
(as part of finance package). 

• Finance for feasibility studies repayable only if proved successful. 

• Some link between an expanded credit union movement and cooperative 
investment. 

• A high profile ethical investment fund. 

The least attractive option that was proposed was underwriting personal loans. Views 
on the provision of a factoring service varied with the overall rating quite low but 
since the service is becoming more widely available through West Midlands 
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Cooperative Finance it may not be considered a high. prioritrfor~ tl~:W.finan.ciaj.. initiative. ., .. -.-· .-.-.- ·· • .. • ... , ., ·--•·· 1·'·,·· ,,·,:1,/-'.-1,'·.: 

.•• .- ./ :. ,; .. ·.,,.)·,· ........ . l'. ,." 

3.4 ·· Regional Variations 

. ,There was ·a considerable difference of, course: between areas ;in· which traditional 
industry,had:de.cliried·-in·the f19.80s,andtbose,whicq,are•·more recent.casualtiesx>frthe 
market recession. In areas like Glasgow, Cardiff and the Black Country ,.itwasL · 
possible to access European, selective regional aid and regional industrial funds 
,wl).i9h;had;been1set,up eitper: to·en-courageJentrepreneurialism:or to•"anieliorate ... . 

. , un~tnployment.:M'hils't there.-.were-·cotnpl.aints about bureaucrafic.-de,laydn~deaj,ing 
witfaBritish;Coal'EnterPrise1and:0ovemment·agenoie·s;·the·funds·,wereseemas ,F' 

$.i,gotqc~nt,fqf;lf),f.i~fJinfil}.ci~l,p~9_-k.:a,g~~ .• A(AltJ;f,9~8~iiQ.iij~~fhl~~\'.~¥Q.!!,ll.\tjibtooJlnd 
Humbers1de.a·vanety ofspurces of .finanoe•·are·ava1lable'fheyrare:not0on th1s1 scale. In 
Bristolt®d ceitainlf,other,:areasr demand}for start,.up: fi1,1ance is at present, much· 
reduced. 

Advisers andcooperators{rom.areaswhere a local loan fund was notavailable.(such 
as, Humberside, Brighton, Hastings,, Harlow,:,and parts of London) all argued,th,at 
some potentially viable cooperatives failed to attract funding. This also applied,to 
Wolverhampton where the effectiveness of WMCOF as a revolving loan fund has 
been mQch reduced.by depletion. 

By contrast, those in areas with loan funds, Bristol, Cardiff,Nottingham. and 
Scotland, were more:confident of funding viable projects. However not all· local 
revolving loan funds were seen as working well and even where several local loan 
funds are available as in Strathclyde a need for increased national funds \Xas also 
voiced. · · · 

3.5 Local LoanFunds 

The consultative meetings were of necessity located in areas where cooperative-·t 
support,.was organised and able to arrange the event. .,Many. of the areas had-local loan 
funds. These were mostly administered in close conjunction with a local cooperative 
support organisation. They were seen as important, not just in providing small loans, 
but also in starting the process of putting a financial package together. 

There was an inevitable contrast between areas having no local loan fund where it 
was argued that viable business proposals were being lost clue to lack of financial 
support and those with loan funds where it was believed that only inadequate projects 
failed. 

LQcally .controlJ.ed loan fu!'}dS certainly ad,dress a key issue for new-starts, and 
~spon~J: t9 focaJ)e~qs ~·~ect ori 4.lre~t hi6nnatioµ. ~owever; tfi~y reqrifre -· . 
experie11ced adrliini~tration to revolve successfijlly. Initial.periods witp. unacceptably 
high failure ra~s were teportecl. Presumably the,y also are $·usceptible then to the loss 
of key management personnel from the management_ committee. 

If this option of d~centralised loan provision were continued and extended, were 
taken it would work best with an adequately extended CSO network, perhaps with a 
central organisation in an advisory and underwriting capacity. 
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3,6 Appropriately Timed Decisions 

"Finance should be quick and easy to arrange so that cooperatives can take advantage 
of good deals". 

It was more than once pointed out that businesses sometimes need to be able to take 
swift decisions. The commonly cited situation related to machinery or property 
purchase. 

The recession has created a buyer's market and brought prices into the consideration 
range of many cooperatives. However well placed within the market, businesses will 
try to take advantage of the best opportunities. For these they often cannot afford to 
stall for long. Many cooperatives have utilised commercial loans in preference to 
'soft' loans in order to achieve a swift response in principle. It may be that the 
financial advantage to be gained in swift action can outweigh possible higher interest 
rates. 

Often rescues and conversions may also need to take advantage of the moment. A 
buy-out on favourable terms can depend on a credible response. Another point of a 
swift decision is that a rejection allows other sources to be canvassed. · 

In contrast to this argument it was realised that a reasonable period of project 
evaluation could also have positive features especially where new-start cooperatives 
were concerned. Clearly working to satisfy the questions of a possible sympathetic 
financier can wonderfully clarify the opportunities and pitfalls. 

3.7 High Risk Capital 

A difference of opinion arose at one meeting as to what the term "high risk capital" 
should define. All capital investment in new start cooperatives carries a high risk but 
clearly there is a continuum within this. Any financial organisation will evaluate the 
risk and decide on action according to a policy. A different perception of the 
economic environment, the availability of funds and the aims of the organisation will 
affect the degree of risk considered tolerable. 

This study uses the term "higher risk capital" to include strategies aimed at extending 
the range of investment further into the risk area. It would only be appropriate to 
consider this option where it is reasonably sure that truly viable groups in 
development are failing primarily because they are unable to attract funding. 

3.8 Cooperative Principles 

The structure of worker cooperatives was not something which greatly exercised our 
sample of people. There was disagreement but it was more among supporters than 
representatives of worker cooperatives who were concerned with financing business. 
Among the contributors to this study were common ownership worker cooperatives 
who had failed to get funding from within the cooperative movement but are at 
present trading successfully. Although there may be good reason to extend the range 
of the movement's service towards the growing number of democratic businesses that 
are not, arguably, strictly cooperatives, there is clearly still scope for optimising 
financial services to common ownership worker cooperatives. 
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available, some hard choices will Have to be made. Three·ttrat~gies"were"bffered in 
the Draft Report to the Birmingham Seminar. These were "Consolidation", 
"Extension" and "Growth/ new areas" and they were intended to helpitcrlfocus,,the 1 ., 

discussio.n. A fourth "Sector" stra~gy w,~ ,addec:J at the Seminar ap~ ~.~ included here. 
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• ''Consolidation'' i strategy ~ ~· nqtional 'jlnano1al;organilatioftls.'dch_iasilt!OF•·· 
i 1 cofrcenttating.partidularlyion supporting the suf,S'tantiallrrurribet,'bJWorkeri , .. 

cooperatives registered in the last 4-5 years.: ,U:; \11 V,!., 1 , :, 'v.1,J,::,;1,; 1,. ;,, ... 

Wfiis. could0 incilicie :fortheridevefoping ·c6ope~itive'JclencUy :equfty !h'.rtd,:filexible 
loan arrangemen:tsiin · a·.portf olib of,differenf'Hnstruments!:l · in:oonjunction °with the 

, ability to resp0ndtquickly1where specifically required ,byt market dictates. ,.., . 
. , ;' :r· 'f : : • i'. •. ~· !I" ,! ! '(~ " 

• !!Extension" strategy-' including support for local CDAs and·tmsuring,the 
availability of higher risk capital to increase new-starts to the optimummational 
level. 

Strengthening the role of support organisations could include the establishment of 
locally administered loan funds, where none,exist, direct services to areas without 
a CSO and possibly unclerwriting these with a guarantee fund. 

• "Growth/new areas" strategy - including setting up an additional national'· 
institution to respond to 'larger' phoenixes, rescues, worker buy-outs, conve.rsions 
etc, as well as plans for growth from existing cooperatives. ,, · 

This would include the further development of expertise in providing partial··· 
'catalyst' funding with, again, the ability to respond quickly where specifically 
required by market dictates. Publicity would be given to the benefits of 
conversion to cooperative working from private businesses especially where' 
owners are retiring. It would probably mean a new institution alongside existing 
ones. such as ICOF - which ccfo.ld simultaneously put-small improvementsrin 
place. 

• "Sector" strategy - a financial organisation allocating funds to specific sectors 
wh.ich appear to have n-,arket possibilities; the leading edge ofthe ,worker 
cooperative movement. · · 

This might raise and publicise funds specifically for, say.the alternative energy, 
comnmnity care and/or women's cooperatives. The policy would of course 
require a periodical review. 

A point made in the Draft Report and reinforced in the Seminar is that the strategies 
are not necessarily mutually exclusive. It was suggested that they cm:ild be viewed in 
terms of priorities. For instance it was argued that two funds should be set up under 
the Business Expansion Scheme, one to fund new-starts and another phoenix/rescues, 
both funds to take advantage of the government's tax concessions available until the 
end of 1993. 
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Most of the discussion that follows derives directly from the contributors to the 
Birmingham seminar. It is not generally concerned with the opportunities or scope 
for raising finance in support of worker cooperatives. This is the subject of other 
concurrent research. Comments are included here only when there is a direct relation 
to the purposes for which the money is to be used. 

4.1 Consolidation 

The 'consolidation' strategy responds defensively to the poor economic climate. It 
would seem logical if new-starts are close to the present optimum and if it is 
considered that an improvement in the situation of CSOs in the present political and 
economic 'reality' cannot be effected. 

It was noted that established cooperatives are able to raise funds commercially or use 
their own reserves to expand and do not need the services of a dedicated financial 
organisation. Interest rates, however, may be very high, banks are cutting back on 
overdrafts, and larger sums for major expansions are difficult to raise. Additionally 
this safer lending policy could produce a surplus and therefore raise money for 
investment elsewhere, Funds could be raised on the basis of a profitable ethical 
investment. 

Conversely, it was argued that, especially if such a fund provided "equity" it could tie 
up large sums of money and reduce that available for new-starts. Additionally there 
was no agreement as to whether a fo1m of "equity" or "quasi-equity" existed, or could 
be formulated which did not alter the democratic structure of common ownership 
worker cooperatives. This strategy, therefore, dictates that a significant debate would 
need to be held to develop new structures. Also, equity is usually attractive because 
of the expectation of a higher return. In the case of worker cooperatives, it was 
argued, this could simply be a more expensive loan. Nevertheless, however difficult 
this strategy might prove, the prospect of improving further the perf01mance of 
established cooperatives, the commitment of cooperators and the retention of profits 
is considerable. The aim would be not just to improve the survival rate of 
cooperatives, but as cooperatives. 

A strategy should not be chosen simply because it may strengthen a dedicated 
financial organisation such as ICOF. Nevertheless it may be argued that a secure 
support sector would be able to be more generally effective, providing a good balance 
could be struck between 'hard' and 'soft' finance. 

4.2 Extension 

Although the 'extension' strategy, focusing on new-starts, would probably increase the 
number of registrations of worker cooperatives, "job creation'' cooperatives which 
have been shown in the past to have high failure rates and may not be committed to 
cooperative principles are not of long term benefit to the movement and more 
especially to the people involved. However, as other development organisations are 
withdrawing from promoting new-starts in the face of escalating small business 
failures, it may be argued that there are opportunities to promote worker cooperative 
structures. Additionally, a geographical widening of the area of active promotion and 
improved assessment procedures does not necessarily entail higher risk lending. 

This strategy would assist and improve the financial advice skills of the local support 
organisations which have been relatively successful under financially restticting 
conditions. It also, possibly, assists areas which might be able to set up a CDA to 
become more credible. CDAs are, however, not so much suffeting from lack of 
potential support as restricted finance on the part of local authotities. It is arguable 
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to gain the experience to run them. Funds can be lost initially· at an unacceptable rate. 
The availability of additional local funds which simply increased the short: term 
registration rate at the expense of futµre failure rates would clearly be of rlb;befiefit. ·1 
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some cases. A lac~ 'of 'cioritiri'tifnt1suppori T6f'c86peratives-\v"as+ir pointiJ(;'problem 
identified by some at the seminar if too much emphasis was placed on new-starts, 
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The 'growth/new areas' strategy is of course potentially efficient in that buy-out:s' and 
~-S.cues ;usµa)lx inv,qbf!i\nump~rs ,of wgrk_eq~ in exfe.s§ .9f .W~-~y_~rqg~ f o..r, ;V\'9J!l,cer , . 
cooperatives. It may be.significant-in saving e1nploym~nt ... W~at ho.-w,ev~rJ§ µot. 
known is the potential extent of this market. Whilst CSOs report dealing, »1ith inore 
of these and expect to do so increasingly1~, it is not clear whether there is scope for 
supporting a national agency. Additionally it was thought that there :µiay be SOII!J.~ 
difficulty with identifying potential clients. . · · · · ' · i, '~- - • ,., · ,._ 

Although rarely fatbiliar with business management the workers are, unlike those in 
many new-starts/~ost dften highly sla.lled. Phoenixes and'.buy-outs'mostly 'teqilire 
large sums of m'6ne1, Jjerhaps beyond that _poteh_tf~lly available in cooperative 
dedicated finance;·but-by using cooperative friert~l:ffi.mds. as leverage;· the· strategy 
could make maximum use of other 'semi-soft' fin'ance availabl_e through special · · 
government and business funds: ·An'additional brokerage·role is therefore 
appropriate. 

The strategy deals with high profile businesses. If successful it would gain publicity 
locally and possibly nationally and perhaps fulfil the hopes of many cooperators that 
the worker cooperative structure could gain more public credibility and acceptance in 
the business world. 

Although rescues, phoenix and buy-outs can occur anywhere, they are more likely in 
areas where traditional manufacturing industry has been run down. This strategy can 
therefore be seen as locality selective. Proactive work in conversions where an owner 
retires can be a more general policy. 

Some organisations are already specialising in the development of phoenix and buy
outs and any new initiative might be seen to be in competition. However, to effect a 
significant shift of strategy, new skills would be required more widely. There is a 
potential conflict in one organisation acting as financial and management consultant, 
broker, and investor. The creation of a new organisation as a national consultant over 
this wide, but specialised area of development should therefore be considered. 

16Terry Newholm, Trends in Cooperative Development (1992, Cooperatives Research Unit, Open 
University, Milton Keynes). 
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Finally, although major planned growth within established cooperatives or spin-off 
new cooperative enterprises formed from existing cooperatives are relatively unusual 
in the U.K., this strategy could well include a commitment to backing these ways of 
developing new areas for cooperation as well. 

4.4 Sectoral 

Concentrating development on a restricted number of growing sectors could improve 
the de~ree of expertise available, raise the profile of the project and improve the 
credibility of the worker cooperative sector by making a significant contribution in a 
particular 'leading' field. This would require a degree of 'responsive leadership' in a 
national organisation designed to make assessments of sectors, and promote 
cooperation and cooperatives within those selected. Conversely, should the promoted 
cooperatives not perform as expected in the market the service might be seen as 
misguided. Too narrow a concentration might therefore be unwise. 

The strategy avoids the difficulty of "choosing" emphasis between new-starts, 
established cooperatives and all types of conversions since it may involve promoting 
all three. However, this would require financial instruments to be developed 
appropriate to all types and therefore, perhaps, the fullest debate. 

Whether the sectoral concentration would facilitate fund raising is difficult to assess. 
It would reduce the number of possible investors but increase their identification with 
the project. 

4.5 Financial advice services 

It was generally considered at the seminar that worker cooperatives and CSOs should 
and would pay for high quality financial advice. A national organisation providing 
dedicated advice would probably offer a service at lower rates than those 
commercially charged in the wider business sector. Whether and how the provision 
of advice services could be combined with one or other of the strategy options is an 
important question for further detailed consideration. 
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5.0 Conclusion 

5,1 The C~p~rative Sector,_. 

' , :. • , . ;· .. \ ·:t, :,,.. L< :'.: · ';· , :·t?\, .. f> ;.~- , ;'.i ;~~\: ":~1 ,,: ;_: ,.; ~.·:,:.:--<· ~ · .. /~:./~---~-· _;"• 

/'On.the whole,Jhis ,picture gi;ves -grQ.upc:ls .. fm:- optim-i.SID,r 1:'h~ __ n,umbersc:c9ntinue to 
increase, though the hopes for exponential growth rates iri the ~Qf~~t Qe>Qperative 
sector of a few years ago were clearly unfounded. However, we have certainly 

, found n~l evidence of what pessimists have looked for as the "inevitable decline" 
of the new movement." 

·rjijpd,:tli~ f ijl; and •il~lAf ?t:@CQy~cy;·qf1regt~tt~ti6i1s'.'.si~9~·fua~daw,;:4nitfi6Jppg 
decline in economic' ACtivHy, this_ ~tflt~m.ent still largely applies, , · __ 

5.2 Subsidiarity 

'Ibere did seem to be strong support for the idea ofif national copperatiye-finance 
organisation that would supp~y' a va_riety of sefYices as well as makiri~·finance 
available through a variety of mechanisms. Nevertheless others supported a diversity 
of organisations, national or local, offering different financial instruments, and more 
expressed support for decentralisation. Perhaps a cooperative version of 'subsidiarity' 
is called for: do what can be done locally, but have regional and national 
organisations to provide those services, such as promoting the w9rk~r ~oppera.uv.e 
movement and monitoring government policy, which require a high profile or are best 
carried out centralJy. · 

5,3 Financial Instruments, policies and services 

There are a number of areas which this study identifies where more·~ork is required 
to develop 'new' financial instruments or policies. These should then undergo · · 
"market testing" and further development before implementation. 

The most important areas are discussed in section 3.3 above. To summarise they are: 

• flexible loan arrangements 

• responsive assessment procedures 

• "cooperative fdendly equity" 

• national financial advice services 

Although it is realised that few ideas are entirely new, some of the special ideas noted 
in section 3.3D above rriay merit further investigation. 
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5.4 Further Research 

In addition to the above, three particular areas, identified in the study, merit further 
research: 

• To study new larger rescue, phoenix and conversion cooperatives and consider 
the options open to them. To asses the likely market and make recommendations 
on appropriate financial instruments, the achievement of tax efficiency and 
profitability. 

(Section 1.3) 

• To establish from cooperators the nature of, and preferred delivery mechanism 
for, the financial advice they require. To assess the strengths and weaknesses of 
the present system and make recommendations for change. 

(Section 2.2) 

• To make generally available detailed case studies of innovative financial 
packages with an analysis of their impact on cooperative working. To establish 
commonly accepted terms and facilitate informed discussion. 

(Section 3.3) 

5.5 The Way Forward 

It was questioned at the Birmingham Seminar whether the worker cooperative 
"movement" was sufficiently coordinated to consider implementing strategies 
realistically. Much of this report emphasises its diversity. However, there were calls 
for "vision" and a more adventurous approach to build on obvious successes. 
Whether it is decided that a dedicated financial support organisation should spread 
funds thinly or concentrate in one or more areas, the decision, however minor in 
comparison to the needs of the sector, is a strategy and would benefit from a 
rationale. 

The seminar did not chart a conclusive way forward; that of course remains for the 
organisations and individuals concerned to resolve. What was achieved was some 
clarification of the options, each with its distinct implications for the organisational 
structure. 

It should be possible for discussions to take place between the relatively few national 
cooperative movement organisations over future strategic options and possible areas 
for joint action, while these organisations simultaneous move ahead on their own 
priorities. 

The realistic options do not include taking on any of the strategies discussed in 
Section 4 to the exclusion of the others, but rather to combine them in different ways 
and to give priority to certain areas rather than others. Three important options for 
combined strategies would be: 

• To try to ensure sustainable institutions and consolidate successes to provide the 
basis for future, perhaps slower, expansion ("Consolidation" with some 
"extension"). 

• To expand the sector by providing funds and consultancy where new worker 
cooperatives can be created: new-starts, phoenixes, buy-outs and conversions. 
("Extension" and "growth/new areas") 
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• To take a high profile in selected market sectors with a broad promotional 
strategy. ("Sectoral") · .,,,,.,' 

5.6 Accessible Policy 

For many cooperatives unsecurea loan~'\vnf'Eo'nii~'~e to'i:,e appropriat~To the position 
of ilieir'workers ·and ·the organisational type:-0HdWever,the question· of "Flexibility -
terms, amounts, periods" will need to be addressed. There are'bfcoutsethfae.:.Qffs, 
?~t. 'Yhat .. ~$ ,cle~ }s,Jl}~t,r,it,ry!n .. ~ll~,989R~l'~tiy~ .. lll 9\~111ent.,the .tation~ie, ~~hi~q ,tl_le . 
poltcy of financial organisijhons nrnst be maae very .acces$ible:..0900 comrnumcat10n 1vilr'6e l~~).cey .. ,,.,, ,.,,,., .. ,,,. xi· , i"'•"'i•. ,. , , ~.,. ,, .• : ., ...... ,,, .•....•. , " ·<, _...· ... ,• ... ;, , .........• ,.,· 
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Appendix A 

This is the sheet given out at the end of the regional consulJative meetings, giving the options to which 
participants were asked to react, having previously given their own ideas, 

Some Options for Providing Finance to Worker Cooperatives 

Below are set out briefly some possibilities for financing cooperatives that might be provided nationally within 
the cooperative movement, 

1. Unsecured term loans • like ordinary bank loans except for not requiring personal or other guarantees, 
these would normally be for a fixed term (say five or seven years) with a fixed repayment schedule and 
regular interest payments, The interest rate could vary, Such loans might have to be closely monitored, 

2. Flexible loan arrangements - like bank overdrafts, such arrangements would allow variable amounts of 
money, probably up to an agreed limit, to be available for short periods to cover cash flow or other 
difficulties. Interest rates would probably be higher than for term loans. 

3, Stepped loans - these are designed to avoid the problem of term loans whereby the total monthly payment 
of interest plus repayment of the loan is generally higher at the beginning than towards the end of the 
period of the loan, by stepping up the repayment schedule from an initially low rate. 

4. Guarantee fund - a special fund could be raised which would underwrite loans to cooperatives. This 
would allow investment in cooperatives trading in high risk areas. 

5, Loan stock or debenture Issues• some cooperatives have raised funds by loans or debentures from 
friends and supporters, but this can be costly and difficult; an intermediary could help with legal and other 
arrangements in such cases, 

6. External equity - There are various ways in which cooperatives could issue shares. Shares are not 
repayable but are given a dividend related to profits and are traded. They therefore have significant 
advantages but they normally carry voting rights; even if a special non-voting class of shares is suggested 
there are still issues of democratic worker control to be resolved in such proposals. 

7, 'Quasi-equity' - loans might be devised that would be as much like shares as possible that without the 
voting rights, There could be an indefinite repayment timescale, variable interest rate linked by a formula 
to the performance of the cooperative, and such loans might not be redeemable except by being traded, 
possibly through an intermediary. 

8. Factoring - This works for cooperatives in sectors where a number of substantial outstanding invoices are 
inevitable. A financial organisation could pay a proportion, say 75%, of the invoice/s to the cooperative 
and recoup the remainder on payment. A standing charge and interest for this service would usually be 
Jess than the cost of an overdraft or loan. 

9. Purchase of fixed assets - Fixed assets could be purchased on behalf of a cooperative. The item/s would 
be used by the cooperative and be owned outright by the cooperative once the Joan is repaid (like a 
mortgage). 

10. Underwriting personal loans• A special fund could employed to underwrite commercial loans to 
members of cooperatives to enable them it invest in their own cooperative. This evidence of personal 
financial commitment should encourage commercial sources in tum to loan money to the cooperative, 

11. Full brokerage service • A financial institution could offer a full, national, brokerage service to the 
cooperative movement, advising on, and arranging financial packages from a variety of funds, public and 
commercial sources. 

12. Wider financial consultancy - a financial organisation based in the worker cooperative movement might 
also offer services to the wider social economy, including community cooperatives, ESOPs, all kinds of 
businesses with democratic worker participation, and so on. 



Appendix B 

We would like to thank the following for contributing to the study: 

Cooperatives: 

Alternative Services Cooperative Ltd 
Avgraff 
Bay Tree 
Beaumont Street Studios 
Beechwood Conference Centre 
Buzz Cooperative Ltd 
CareCoops 
City Security 
Crada 
Cronica 
Dennis Hill Crystal Ltd 
Essential Trading 
Evergreen Wholefoods 
Fingerprints 
Greencity Wholefoods 
Heat Treatment 2000 Ltd 
Hiziki Wholefoods Collective 
Hull Freetown Theatre Company Ltd 
Infinity Foods (Retail and Wholesale) 
Letterbox Library 

Li,f~~R;{9h Tapestry ,, ,· .... · .. •· ·. , 
·LH~Ffs,phere Printing Cqoperaf.i,v~ 1~t9 
!vluch~chas ···. · · · · 
NatufiU.Fiealth Clinic 
~ewintemationalist 
'N ot'the National Theatre 

-·--· R~M~rii,,.. · .. ,, .• 
~~9ple's Trading Co Ltd;_ 
Prd~~f Job Theatre Company Ltd 
RAPLtd . . 
S,!;if~guard Coop Services Ltd 
Second.· Skin · 
SoftSofutions 
P~faerback 
Ealifrg Business Services 
Shina. 
TactileAudio Braille Services Ltd 
TrylonLtd 
Upstairs Downstairs 
Wave Design 

Neil Skinner at !COM and all those at CSOs who contributed data on the numbers 
and types of cooperatives. 
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Ramesh Kukur 
Lanzel Linton* 
Malcolm Lynch* 
Nigel Mason 
Dave Mills 
Chris Newis 
Charlie Rose 
Susanne Sannerstedt 
Roger Sawtell 
David Scholes* 
Alex Smith* 
Shaun Spiers* 
Sarah Stubbins* 
Ian Taylor* 
Ray Tobias* 
Bruce Wood* 
Vivian Woodell* 

Kirklees EDU 
Scott Bader 
West Midlands Cooperative Finance 

Harlow CDA 
Humberside CDA 
!COM 
ICOF Trustee 
Nottinghamshire CDA 
Cardiff and Vale CDA 
Humberside CDA 
Coventry CDA 
Nottinghamshire CDA 
Avon CDA 
Wales Cooperative Centre 
ICOF staff 
ICOF Trustee 
Robert Tressel! Workshop 
Consultant 
Ealing CDA 
ICOF London Policy Group 
Malcolm Lynch Solicitors 
Capital Strategies Ltd 
Black Country CDA 
Black Country CDA 
Southwark CDA 
Brighton Area CDA 
Daily Bread Cooperative Ltd 
ICOF Trustee 
Scottish Cooperative Development Company 
ICOF Trustee 
Centre for Alternative Technology 
ICOF staff 
DTI 
Tower Hamlets CDA 
ICOF Trustee 

16Those who also attended the seminar held in Birmingham in September 1992 are indicated by an 
asterisk. 


